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Novag Sapphire (PDF) - Chess House

Page 1 .... (White pieces on the 1st and 2nd rank and the Black .... check or change the skill level during a game, however not whilst the computer is calculating. 
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Novag Tourmaline (PDF) - Chess House 

The first 16 levels are the Fixed Time Levels. When you .... To verify that your board position is correct press the "FP/EP" key once, the display will now show "FP ...
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novag - Chess House 

(column) and number (row) printed on the board's perimeter. To move a piece within the computer ... on the move immediately following such an advance and is called capturing "en passant". c) ..... see the display " q d 1". The leading figure ".
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novag - Chess House 

NEW GAME (New Game Key) ..................................................................7. 8. ENTER FUNCTION (Go Key) ...................................................................7. 9. SETTING LEVEL ...
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Novag Tourmaline (PDF) - Chess House 

D5 x D4 means that the piece on square D5 captures the piece on square D4. 6. GAME FEATURES. The NOVAG TOURMALINE understands all the chess rules ...
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sapphire ii - Chess House 

This will enable its full thought processes to be ... We recommend that you read the instruction manual thoroughly in order to learn how to fully operate and enjoy ...
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novag - Chess House 

Page 1 .... Moves to be executed for the computer are indicated by the rank and file LEDs and are also shown on the LCD display. ... Note: When your computer is calculating (the Black/White block is blinking) all key presses will be ignored ...
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novag - Chess House 

The Teach Mode feature is specially designed to learn basic tactical moves of the individual ... The level settings and their characteristics are shown below: .... Note: The suggested move is the best possible move in this position calculated by the 
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novag - Chess House 

Avoid exposing the computer to heat, e.g. spot lights, radiators, sunshine, etc. as this may ..... counter-move and continues until it finishes the current iteration.
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novag - Chess House 

memory all pieces are now in the opening position and the display will show. " ". 8. SETTING THE SKILL LEVEL (Level Key). Your NOVAG chess computer has ...
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novag - Chess House 

number (row) printed on the board's perimeter. To move a ... This capture may be made only on the move immediately following such an ..... The leading figure ".
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novag - Chess House 

(see section 16) .... The first 16 levels are the Fixed Time Levels. When you .... You are now in the FP = FIND mode and this enables you to ask the computer the.
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Novag Star Diamond - Chess House 

We recommend that you read the instruction manual thoroughly in order to learn ..... e8. Infinite search. 1 ply search with capture search: AT. 1 b1. 2 seconds per move ...... Display after input of the destination square that you wish to play TO.
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Novag Star Diamond - Chess House 

computing its counter move if your move was a legal one. ... which will interrupt its computation and force the current move being analysed to be played at once. ... Exchange the pawn with the promoted piece and put it onto ...... Avoid exposing the 
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Novag Citrine to PC Communication Protocol ... - Chess House 

feel free to e-mail us at: [email protected] or fax ... Flip CITRINE white move from the top of the chessboard when at new game position. N. New Game. F. Flip.
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Novag Universal Chessboard Chess Computer Manual (PDF) 

Pawn Promotion/Underpromotion. 6. ... power outlet for Novag Chess Computer ... Connect the provided power cable to the Chess Board and NOVAG Chess ...
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Mephisto Master Chess - Chess House 

To play a game of chess right away, without reading the entire manual first, simply follow these Quick Start steps! ..... Note: This chess computer offers a unique user-select- able book ...... Squares A1-H1, A2-H2, and A3-H3 can be used to turn. Gam
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Mephisto Master Chess - Chess House 

maÃ®tres. Si la position en cours existe parmi ses ouvertures, l'ordinateur jouera en rÃ©ponse un coup directement issu de son rÃ©pertoire sans avoir Ã  rÃ©flÃ©chir.
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hyperterminal setup - Chess House 

Other product names mentioned in this document or on the NOVAG website, other ... trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies and are ...
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citrine - Chess House 

This chess computer has a long term memory and will retain the last board .... You can at anytime ignore the LEDs trace forward indication and execute ..... Now you have to tap square H8 once again to let the computer know that you ..... branded prod
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citrine - Chess House 

This action will exit the menu and you can start/ resume your game. .... finish the game, however note, the computer will only once announce its resignation.
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Untitled - Chess House 

OFF power switch. Finally, slide the power ON/OFF switch to the ON position. If The Phantom Force does not start talking, use a thin pointed object and press the ...
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Mephisto Talking Chess Academy - Chess House 

levels one at a time in Level and Tutorial Modes, and to cycle through ... 1.4 Change Your Mind? ..... The Auto Power Down option is an energy-saving feature,.
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novag 

Before commencing to play set up the chess pieces in the opening position. ..... the famous book by Grand Master Ruben Fine "Basic Chess Endgames" (fig.51).
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NOVAG @ RUBY 

in sequence. ... rules and does rot accep( nor makc illegal moves. Illegal ... the abbreviation (tr = Tournament lâ‚¬vâ‚¬I, At = Average Time level, Sd = ..... lK Byte Raltl.
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